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The problem of resolving the AGN 
„central engine“

Fermi/LAT image > 1GeV

The gamma ray source can not be directly resolved 
with existing and even planned future gamma-ray 

telescopes.

40 Mpc at z=1...

Urry & Padovani (1995)

The apparent size of the central
region of an AGN is ~100 μ arcsec
at z=1.

The plausible regions of high-
energy emission are even smaller
– ~1 μ arcsec for accretion disk
(10-2 pc) and ~0.01 μ arcsec for
SMBH (10-4 pc).

1 μ arcsec is the size of an ant at
the Moon...
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Towards the resolution of 
the central engine

To assist our observations we can use the „lenses“ created by the 
Nature.

This is possible via the effect of the
gravitational (micro)lensing.

DLDL
S

DS

Lensing
galaxy θE

RE

θE =  [4GM/c2 * DLS/(DSDL)]0.5

RE ~  4x1016 (M/MSun)0.5

cm

Gravitational lensing leads to creation of several distorted and 
magnified images of the source.

The characteristic spatial scale of the lensing is set by the 
Einstein radius RE.
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Gravitational lensing

The Einstein radius RE ~  4x1016 (M/MSun)0.5 cm plays here a crucial role  
– it defines the typical spatial scale of the lensing:

 the resulting maximal magnification is roughly μ~(RE/R)0.5

 the dispacement need to change to change significantly the lensing 
cofiguration is also ~RE.

For a galaxy (M=1011MSun) RE~3 kpc, for a star (M=1MSun) RE~0.01 pc.
In this way the lensing galaxy itself and its substructures (e.g. stars) are 

differently „sensitive“ to sources of large/small sizes.

These substructures lead to much smaller deflection angles and selectively 
magnify very small (<< 1 pc) regions of the source. 

This effect is called microlensing.
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Microlensing: magnification pattern

As a result of collective influence of many microlenses, a complicated pattern of 
magnification is formed.

The scale is in 1016 cm

~0
.1

 p
c

The high-magnification curves are called the caustics.
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Microlensing: dynamics of the 
magnification map

This magnification pattern is changing in time as the separate stars-lenses 
are moving with respect to each other.

However, the peculiar velocities of the stars in galaxies are typicly ~10-100 km/s and 
typical time scale for a change is ~10 years.

On shorter time scales the pattern can be considered stable.
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Microlensing: source movement

The lens and the source are
moving with respect to each other
at v~1000 km/s, leading to a
constant change in magnification.

Magnification amplitude and
duration depends on the source
size:

μmicro~(RE/R)0.5 and Δt = R/v

Δt ≈ 100( R
3 x 1014 cm)( v

300km /s)
− 1

days

μ≈ 10( R
3 x 1014cm)− 0.5R~5x1015 cm

R~5x1014 cm
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Microlensing in the gamma-ray band

If we can not resolve separate images (as in gamma rays), we will see
only the total flux

Ftot(t) = μF(t)+F(t-τ)

Time

Fl
ux Leading flare F(t)

Delayed flare F(t)

t0 t0+τ

μ

One can search for such variations for the known gravitationaly lensed 
systems PKS 1830-211 and B0218+357.

Microlensing acts on top of the normal lensing, leading to variations in
range μ/μmicro to μ*μmicro.
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Gamma-ray gravitational lenses

There are only two know gravitational lenses: PKS 1830-211 and B0218+357.

In both cases radio observations indicate the presence of two lensed images 
and an Einstein ring.

Both objects are relatively bright in the GeV band.

Source redshift: z=2.5 (Lidman+ '99)
Lens redshift: z=0.89 (Wiklind & Combes '96) and, 
possibly z=0.19 (Lovell+ '96)
Gravitational time delay in radio: 26+4

-5 days (Lovell+ '98)

Gravitational time delay in gamma: 21+2
-2 (Neronov+ '15)

Magnification factor in radio: 1.52+/-0.5 (Lovell+ '98)
Magnification factor in gamma: >6 (Abdo+ '15)

Source redshift: z=0.94 (Cohen+ '03)
Lens redshift: z=0.68 (Browne+ '93)

Gravitational time delay in radio: 10.5+/-0.4 d (Biggs+ '99), 
10.1+/-1.6 d (Cohen+ '00, Eulares & Magain '11)
Gravitational time delay in gamma: 11.46+/-0.16 d  
(Cheung+ '14)
Magnification factor in radio: 3.5-3.7 (Mittal+ '07)
Magnification factor in gamma: ~1? (Cheung+ '15)

PKS 1830-211 B0218+357
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PKS 1830-211: first detection of 
microlensing in the gamma-ray band

 Duration of observations: ~6 years 
(Fermi/LAT)

 Magnification in radio: 1.5
 Time delay in gamma: 

τγ =21+/-2 days
 Magnification in gamma-rays: 

variable, 2-7
 Time scale of variations: 1<Δt<75 

days

Time

Fl
ux

Leading
flare F(t)

Delayed
flare F(t)

t0 t0+τ

μ

Neronov+ '15
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PKS 1830-211: microlensing constraints 
on the source size

If v>c (superluminal motion) then
Rγ = v*Δt > RE

and no strong microlensing magnification is possible.

The possibility of relativistic motion is disfavoured by the data

μmicro≈ 10( R
3 x 1014 cm)− 0.5

μmicro= 2-5

Δt ≈ 100( R
3 x 1014 cm)( v

300km /s)
− 1

days1<Δt<75 d

Rγ~1015 cm

Rγ<3x1015 cm

Rγ~1015 Г cmtrise ~ 0.5 d

trep =76 d Rγ~1015 cm

Microlensing

Supplementary
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Variability of B0218+357

 Two flares in ~6 years of Fermi/LAT 
observations

 Magnification in radio: ~3.5-3.7 (Mittal+ '07)
 Magnification in gamma-rays: variable ?

Cheung+ 14

A hint of variability can be also seen in the Fermi/LAT 
light curves over the 2012 flare from Cheung+ 14.

2012 flare

2014 flare
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Caustic crossing caught in action in 
B0218+357

A natural explanation of the detected
behaviour of μγ is found in terms of
microlensing – the caustics crossing by a
compact source with Rγ~1014-1015 cm.

Data μF(t) μF(t)+F(t-τ)

Ba
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Events of similar duration
and ampliture are not
difficult to find in the
simulated caustics maps.

This provides a self-consistent picture of both 2012 and 2014 flaring episodes.

Vovk & Neronov '15
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Microlensing reveils small sizes 
of gamma-ray sources in AGNs

μmicro
 PKS 1830-211: 2-5
 B0218+357     : 10

Time scale of variations: 
 PKS 1830-211: 1<Δt<75 days
 B0218+357    : ~50 days

Microlensing removes the long-standing
puzzle of the location of the gamma-ray source
in blazars, providing solid arguments in favour
of its assosication with the AGN's central black
hole.

Rγ~1015 cm

dγ=(10-100)Rg

PKS 1830-211 B0218+357

μmicro 1015-1016 cm 1014-1015 cm

Duration 1014-1015 cm 1014-1015 cm

Fast variability <1016 (Г/10) cm <3x1015 (Г/10) 
cm

Detection of microlensing suggests that the
emitting source is not relativistic.
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Potential of microlensing observations

Regular observations of microlensing opens a 
new way to learn about the nature of AGNs:

energy dependence of Rγ
 its variations with time
gamma vs radio location estimates

This would require a joint effort of several 
instruments.

Rγ~1015 cm

dγ=(10-100)Rg

β < c

Out of the two known gravitational lenses – B0218+357 –
is already detected in TeV band MAGIC. 

This gives us a unique chance to investigate the 
shape of the gamma-ray emission region in the 

GeV-TeV band.
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Gravitational magnifying glass

1 arcsec

10-6 arcsec

γ  rays

Radio (MERLIN image at 5 GHz)

PKS 1830-211
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Final remarks

Surely, the story with the properties of the gamma-ray emission
zone in AGNs is not over yet. Remains to be understood the
mechanism, responsible for the particle acceleration, the role of
the black hole and the jet.

Still, the association of the gamma-ray emission region with the
base of the jet, based on the detection of microlensing, provides
an important milestone towards a better understanding of the
nature of AGNs.

Detection of microlensing disfavours the „jet-in-jet“ type models,
which are suggesting a distant gamma-ray source.

It seems that MAGIC and Fermi have a unique chance to provide
a leap ahead in our understanding of AGN nature. Let's make
sure we use it.

Rγ~1015 cm

dγ=(10-100)Rg

β <c
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Where is the gamma-ray emission 
region?

If we can not directly observe the location and properties of the emission 
region, we can try to infer them based on other data.

An interesting possibility is opened here
through the observations of varaibility.

Causality arguments suggest, that for the
variability time scale Δt the emission region
size can not exceed the limit

Rγ < cΔt

If source is relativistically moving, this changes
to

Rγ < δcΔt
where δ=(Γ(1-βcos(α)))-1 is the Doppler
factor.

cΔt

R

α

β=(1-1/Γ2)0.5

This approach generally leads to quite small Rγ – however δ the is largely uncertain. 
(e.g. Aharonian+ 07, Albert+ 07, Foschini+ 11, Sbarrato+ 11, Vovk & Neronov 13)
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Where is the gamma-ray emission 
region?

Timing constraints

Lorentz factor Γ=10 – velocity, geometry
Doppler factor δ=20 – time contraction
Velocity β=0.995
Jet opening angle θ~1/Γ~5º

Black hole size RBH = 3x1014(MBH/109MSun) cm

Timing constraint Rγ < 1x1014 δ*(Δt/1hr)/(1+z) cm

Distance to emission region dγ – unknown.

Putting down some numbers

R
γ

dγ

βθR
B

H
Given the similarity between Rγ and RBH, it is reasonabe to assume 

that the gamma-ray source is close to the black hole. 
However, there are complications.
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Where is the gamma-ray emission 
region?

Timing constraints vs black hole size

Vovk & Neronov (2013) Vovk & Babic (2015)

High-energy gamma rays Very high-energy gamma rays

Despite some tension, not very constraining, unfortunately...
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Gravitational lensing

The gravity deflects the paths of light rays, so massive bodies become 
some sort of lenses.

These lenses distort and magnify the images of more distant objects. 
Sometimes even multiple time-delayed images of a single source are 

formed.

QSO 2237+0305

Credit: ESA/Hubble & NASA
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Detection of microlensing?

Microlensing is routingly observed in optical and X-ray band (Kochanek
et al. 2004, Chartas et al. 2012, Guerras et al. 2013, Mediavilla et al.
2015). The main idea is to catch the variations of the magnification
factor μ with time.

It is very sensitive to the emission region size (μmicro~(RE/R)0.5), so it
even used to measure the sizes and energy profiles of accretion discs in
quazars (e.g. Eigenbrod+ 08, Morgan+ 10).

Until now, microlensing was never detected in the 
gamma-ray band.
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PKS 1830-211

Source redshift: z=2.5 (Lidman+ '99)
Lens redshift: z=0.89 (Wiklind & Combes '96) and, 
possibly z=0.19 (Lovell+ '96)
Gravitational time delay in radio: 26+4

-5 days 
(Lovell+ '98)
Gravitational time delay in gamma: not detected
(Abdo+ '15)
Magnification factor in radio: 1.52+/-0.5 (Lovell+ '98)
Magnification factor in gamma: >6 (Abdo+ '15)

Fermi/LAT image of the source above 
100  MeV
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PKS 1830-211: detection of the 
gravitational time delay in gamma rays

Neronov, Vovk, Malyshev (accepted)

Temporal analysis of the 6 years of Fermi/LAT data: τγ =21+/-2 days.

Structure function (SF=<[f(t)-f(t-τ)]2>) Comparison with other measurements

Consistent estimates from several techniques: autocorrelation, structure function and 
wavelet analysis.

The estimated delay is consistent with measurements in radio. 
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PKS 1830-211: γ-γ opacity

X-ray light curves show variability of 
only ~10 % during the Fermi flaring 

episodes.

RX > 
RE

Microlensing does not affect X-ray 
emission of the source.

Opacity τγ<3 (or >5%) at 10 GeV, so 
the central source is sufficiently 

transparent to the gamma-ray 
emission.
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PKS 1830-211: microlensing constraints 
on the source size

Neronov, Vovk, Malyshev (accepted)

Rγ=1015-1016

cm

Detection of microlensing provides a solid argument for association 
of the gamma-ray emission region with the central supermassive 

black hole.
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Gravitational lens B0218+357

Source redshift: z=0.94 (Cohen+ '03)
Lens redshift: z=0.68 (Browne+ '93)
Gravitational time delay in radio: 10.5+/-0.4 d 
(Biggs+ '99), 10.1+/-1.6 d (Cohen+ '00, Eulares & 
Magain '11)
Gravitational time delay in gamma: 11.46+/-0.16 d  
(Cheung+ '14)
Magnification factor in radio: 3.5-3.7 (Mittal+ '07)
Magnification factor in gamma: ~1? (Cheung+ '15)

Fermi/LAT image of the source above 
100  MeV

RA
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γ-ray magnification factor issue

Ftot(t) = μF(t)+F(t-τ)

In 2012 several subsequent, partially 
overlapping flares were taking place.

The exact solution can be found in the 
Fourier space:

F*tot(ω) = F*(ω)(μ+e-iωτ)

In case of real data – binned and with uncertainties – an approximate solution can
be found instead, provided that the time delay τ and magnification ratio μ are
known.

Time delay τ=11.46 days is already known (Cheung+ 14). However, magnification
ratio μ is not.
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Variability of the γ-ray magnification 
factor in B0218+357

The value of magnification ratio μbest can be found by scanning μ in a certain range
and requiring, that the intrinsic light curve F(t) does not contain signatures of the
time delay τ=11.46 days.

This approach reveals a variation of the magnification factor ratio in range 0.4-4 over 
the time scale of 100 days.

Taking into account μradio~4 this implies the presence of microlensing with μmicro~10.
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Catching fast flares of B0218+357
with Fermi and MAGIC 

Catching the flares with Fermi and
MAGIC would allow the study of
GeV/TeV source sizes.

But MAGIC needs to catch both
leading and delayed flares. Since
flares are very short, waiting for the
next-day alerts already means loosing
them.

Situation can be improved with the faster
notifications from Fermi/LAT side.

This can be done by using simple
wainting time criterion as opposed to the
full-scale light curve analysis. No need for
proper energy reconstruction or exposure
estimation.

July 2014 flare

Waiting time 
distribution for the 
entire light curve

15 hours

Fermi/LAT data

Potentially, this can reduce the flare-
notification delay to ~12 hours, giving
MAGIC better chances to catch the flare.

Flares

Not flares

Flaring events
Not flaring events

Th
re

sh
ol

d
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Blazars: The puzzle of the gamma-ray 
emission

If the gamma ray emission is
produced close to the black
hole, where the radiation fields
are intense, high energy
gamma rays will be absorbed
(Liu & Bai 2006).

gamma ray

UV-photon

e+

e-

The emission region
should be far away in
the jet.

Short variability time scales
suggest very compact source.
The size of the jet is increasing
with the distance, so it is small
only close to the black hole.

The emission region
should close to the
black hole.

θ

d

R
=
θ
d

?
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Marring the two opposites: 
„jet-in-jet“ models

This type of models tries to unity the compactness of the source (to 
explain) the variability and its remoteness from the black hole (to avoid 

absorption).

The jet is assummed to contain a number of small-
scale regions (mini-jets) produced due to the
turbulance and magnetic reconnection, which move
much faster than the main jet (Giannios et al. 2009,
Narayan & Piran 2012).

The jet is assummed to be strongly magnetized with
the regions of practically straight magnetic field lines,
allowing continuous acceleration and highly relativistic
movements of such „streams“ (Ghisellini et al. 2009).

Interesting model of Barkov et al. (2009) suggests that
the detected sharp flares can be due to the passages
of stars through the jet.
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Micro-arcsecond gamma-ray source 
resolved though microlensing

1 arcsec

10-6 arcsec

Radio (MERLIN image at 5 GHz)

γ  rays


